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ABSTRACT 

PARAMAGNETIC RESONANCE 0? TRANSITION GROUP 
IONS IN CRYSTALS WITH THE FLUORITE STRUCTURE 

by 

Lewis Nai-Sing Shen- 

The electronic paramagnetic resonance of Co^"1' in 

cubic sites of CaEg and in trigonal sites of CdFg have been 

observed at a frequency of 9 GHz and at liquid helium tem¬ 

pera, ture. The trigonal spectra have an axial symmetry about 

a (ill) direction with g„ =2.25+0.05 and =4.45+0.10 . 

The origin of this trigonal center is unknown.. The isotro¬ 

pic spectra can be described by a spin Hamiltonian with 

g=2.32+0.01, u=-0.Oil+0.004, A=27.5+1.2 X lO-^cti"1 and 

U=3.5+O.S x 10“^'cm”^. The superhyperfine splitting par¬ 

ameters are estimated to be A^=2.85 x 10’"^cm“^ and 

Bp=5.97 x lO^cm"^. Heat treatment of the doped Ca?2 sample 

makes the cubic spectra diminish. This phenomenon is 

explained by a change in the valence' state of the parama¬ 

gnetic ion. X-ray irradiation of the CaFg sample doped with 

Co by diffusion changes the sample to red, but no Co^ + ions 

are observed. Attempts to convert the cubic spectra to 

trigonal ones by oxidation and hydrolysis do not yield any 

result. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Tlie paramagnetic system arising from partly filled 

inner shells has been the subject of comprehensive studies 

for several decades-. A system of particles which has a 

nonzero resultant angular momentum is called paramagnetic. 

¥e are interested in these elements when acting • 

as dilute impurities in crystal. When they are introduced 

into a host crystal, apart from the interactions for a free 

ion, the Hamiltonian must be augmented .by another term due 

to the electric field set up by the host crystal at the 

site of impurity ion. 

The electrons in the d shells, which are not well 

shielded from the crystal field, are more effected by the 

crystal field than those in the f shells, which lie deep 

within the ion and feel a much stronger nuclear coulomb 

field. As a result of that, the 4d. electrons see a strong 

crystal field which may be of the order or even greater 

than the electron-electron interaction. In a nonspherical 

potential such as the crystal field, there will in general 

be an absence of invariance of the Hamiltonian with respect 

to spatial rotations about an arbitrary direction. Before 

the spin-orbit coupling is taken into account, one finds 

that^L>=0. The vanishing of <L> is called the "quenching" 

of the orbital angular momentum. 
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When dopant ions are introduced into a host cry~ 

stalsueh as CaP2, they normally substitute for the divalent 

Ca * at the body center. If the dopant ion is other than 

divalent, a charge compensator is necessary to make the 

whole crystal neutral. The symmetry of the crystal field 

at the site of imperfection depends .largely on the location 

and nature of the charge compensators, and can be determined 

by studying the variation of the paramagnetic resonance 

spectra with angle. 

Electron paramagnetic resonance, is. a. technique for 

studying the properties of those substitutional impurities 

with nonzero magnetic moment. A static magnetic field will 

cause the degenerate states to split, known as the Zeeman 

splitting, and transitions between the split energy levels 

can be induced by an oscillating microwave magnetic field. 

The energy splitting is varied by sweeping the static 

magnetic field, until the 'splitting is equal to the microwave 

energy, i.e. where h is the Planck constant, V is the 

frequency of the microwaves and is the energy sp3.itting 

between two energy levels. A resonance is then observed. 

If the Zeeman interaction is anisotropic, then the resonance 

will he observed at a. different field depending on the 

direction in which the magnetic field is applied. 

The present work investigates electron paramagnetic 

resonance (EPH) spectra of co^ + in single crystals with the 
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fluorite structure. Efforts were made to convert the 

symmetry of the crystal field which'the Co ion in the host 

crystal sees in order to understand the mechanism responsible 
pj. 

for the observed spectra of Co in trigonal sites of CdPg* 

A general discussion of the subject of paramagnetic resonance 

spectroscopy in solids is given in Chapter 2. The spectro¬ 

meter design, sensitivity measurement and improvement are 

described in Chapter The experimental procedure and data 

analysis are presented in Chapter 4. 
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BACKGROUND 

1. The Transition Groups . . 

A system of particles which has a nonzero resultant 

angular momentum is called paramagnetic. Electron paramag¬ 

netic resonance is the study of the magnetic resonance of 

permanent magnetic dipole moments of such materials. Such 

paramagnetism is found a) in all atoms having an odd number 

of electrons, as in atomic hydrogen, b) in ions having 

partly filled inner electron shells, as in the transition 

groups, c) in molecules having an odd number of electrons, 

such as NO, d) in a small number of molecules with an even 

number of e3.ectrons but having a resultant angular momentum 

such as 02> e) in free radicals as in CH^, f) in color center 

due to holes or electrons caused by nuclear radiation, g) in 

metals and semiconductors caused by conduction electrons 

The paramagnetic entities originating from partly 

filled inner electron shells, that .is to say, the transition 

groups, have been the subject of comprehensive investigation 

for several decades. At present, the most commonly studied 

transition groups are the iron group and the rare earths, 

particularly as impurities in single crystals, Table (1) 

lists all members of the iron group and their free ion ground 

state. 

2.. Crystalline Field Theory 

When ions are introduced into a single crystal, 

in addition to the well known interactions for free ions , 



Ion Configuration Term 

n3+, v4* 3d1 S/2 

v3* 3d2 
\ 

Cr3+, V2+ 3d3 
%/2 

Mn3"', 0r2+ 3d4 
\ 

3 4* 2 H* 
Fe^ , Mn 3d5 6

S5/2 

x, 
2 + Fe 3d6 5

D4 

2 + 
Co 3d7 

\/2 

O u. 
Ni + 3d8 

„ 2 + Cu 3d9 \/2 

Iron Group Ions and 
Their Free.Ion Ground State 

Table (t ) 
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another term must be included in the Hamiltonian, that is 

the term arising from the interaction of the dopant ions 

with the surrounding host ions. This interaction is the 

so-called crystal field or ligand field. The surrounding 

ions may be regarded as point charges or point dipoles which 

are placed approximately at the lattice points and do not 

overlap with the paramagnetic ions. A static field is then 

set up and acts on the paramagnetic ions. This field has 

the effect of partially removing energy degeneracy. 

As electron orbitals are written in terms of 

spherical harmonics, the crystal field- is. expressed in terms 

of Legendre polynomials: 

Only a few terras need be considered for a specific sta,te. 

In the calculation of the matrix element: 

j TW-tfVr 
it is easily seen that this integral vanishes for L,>2L, 

since the order of the expansion ( ^ 'will never exceed 

2L. A further simplification can be made by knowing that 

all terms with odd L* have vanishing matrix element, as the 

product of ( is an even function as far as the inversion 

of the coordinate system is concerned* The term L*=:0 in 
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is only a constant shifting all levels Squally'without chang¬ 

ing the relative separations. Following the above argument, 

only those terms of even L1 with L’ being less than 21 but 

greater than 0 are needed, as they will give nonzero matrix 
t 

elements. ' • 

Table II in the book by Low lists some important 

potentials which are encountered in the study of paramagnetic 

resonance in single crystals. The expansion may also be 

written in cartesian forms, as in Low’s Table IV. 

For the rare earth and certain actinide ions, 

because the electrons of the paramagnetic shell lie fairly 

deep within the ion and are well shielded from the crystalline 

field, the effect of the crystalline field is smaller than 

that of the spin-orbit interaction. This is called a weak 

crystal field. A medium crystal field is one- for which the 

unfilled shell is not well shielded so the Stark splittings 

are greater than the spin-orbit interaction but are smaller 

than the electron-electron interaction. This has the effect- 

of reducing or quenching the orbital magnetic moment. In 

the case of a strong crystal field such as the situation of 

many complexes of the 3d, 4d and 5d groups, the field strength 

is greater than the strength of the electron-electron inter¬ 

action. 

The effect of the medium or strong crystalline field 

is to make the components of the orbital angular momentum 
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vanish, or to quench it. However when the spin-orbit coupling 

is taken into account, a small amount of angular momentum 

of the order 6 = ^ is reinstated where X is the spin-orbit 

splitting parameter and A is the crystal field splitting. 

In addition, there may be splittings of the spin levels 

which are caused either by crystalline fields of lower 

symmetry or by internal fields arising from hyperfine inter¬ 

action between the electrons and the nuclei. Then g, the 

experimentally defined quantity, is modified and may be very 

different from the Lande g factor. It Is regarded as a 

tensor and called the spectroscopic splitting factor. 

3'. Axial Spectra. 

If the crystalline field is anisotropic, for each 

given direction of the crystal field vrith respect to the 

applied field, there is an appropriate g factor. If the 

external applied magnetic field has direction cosines 1, m 

and n vrith respect to a. set of principal axes x, y and z, 

the g factor is given by the relation: 

-e 

where g , g and gr are g factor along such axes. Thus the 
y 

z 

variation of the paramagnetic resonance spectra vrith angle 

reflects the local symmetry. 

Figure (l) — (3) are plots of the angular depen¬ 

dence for three axial symmetry fields in a cubic crystal as 
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Plot ox Pi eld vs:.. Angle in a (111) Plane 
for g„=2 and gx=6 

Figure (3) 
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a function of the angle between the (rooj direction and the 
magnetic field in three principal planes for g„=2 and gj=6. 

The same plots for gj|=6 and can be found in Figure 

(4 ) (6 ). They prove to be very handy. A comparison 

of the- experimentally determined angular dependence of the 

EPF spectra of the sample under investigation with those 

plots enables us to gain some preliminary information 

regarding the field symmetry at the point defect- and the 

possible mechanism of charge compensation. 

4. OaFg Structure, Interstitial F~ and Charge Compensators 

The structure of single crystalline CaFg can be 

* o * viewed as Ca being located at alternate body centers of a 

simple cubic array of P" ions as shown in Figure (7). fthen 

dopant ions are introduced into the host crystal, they normally 

substitute for the Ca^* at the body center. . It is well known 

that electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectra of most 

elements under investigation depend largely, on the growth 

condition of the single crystals and the nature of the dopant. 

If the dopant ion is other than divalent, a charge compensator 

is necessary to make the whole crystal neutral. 

It can be a neighbor of the dopant or at a large distance 

from that dopant. Various possible charge compensation 

mechanisms have been suggested and the important role of 

intertitial F“ as the charge compensator is widely recognised. 

fthen an interstitial F“ sits at the center of an 



Plot of Field vs.- Angle in.a (110) plane 
for gjj”6 and gj_=2 

Figure (4) 



H(kG) 14 

plot of Field V'S.; Angle in .a (100) Plane 
for g,j=6 and gx=2 

Figure (5) 



for g{i=6 and gj, =2 

Figure (6) 
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o p>“ 

Oa 2 + 

Crystal Structure of CaFg 

Figure (7) 
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unfilled cube next to the cube in which the dopant ion has 
p . 

replaced the Ca ion, the dopant ion will experience a tetra¬ 

gonal crystal field created by F~ not only' at cubic lattice 

sites but also at the interstitial site.(2) This model is 

schematically shown' in Figure (8). If the compensating 

interstitial F~ is remote from the dopant, then the environment 

of the impurity ion will remain cubic.(5) Another possible 

position for the interstitial F~ is the center of the unfilled 

cube next to the cube containing the impurity along one body 

diagonal. Then trigonal symmetry results,as shown in 

Figure (9). 

•The extra charges can be balanced by the replacement 

of one of the eight F~ ions which surround the impurity by 

one 0^“, then the symmetry of the environment will be trigonal,to) 

as.shown in Figure (10). If two impurity ions replace wo 

neighboring Ca2* io.ns along (ill) axis, along with two F" 

occupying the center of the empty cubes to compensate the 

excess charges, this mechamism leads to a rhombic symmtry,(-6) 

as shown in Figure (11). In case, two neighboring Ca2*1" are 

replaced by one trivalent dopant associated'with one monovalent 

metal impurity, then the symmetry becomes rhombic,(7) as shown 

in Figure (12). Other mechanisms of charge compensation are 

possible, but in most cases the symmetry is even lower. 

5* Co in CaFg • 

The electronic configuration of Co is pd^As2. 
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O F~ at lattice site 

© interstitial 

trivalent dopant 

Crystal Lattice Model Showing the 
Substitutional Dopant and Interstitial F“ along (l10j 

Figure (8) 
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0 F” at lattice site 

© interstitial F*" 

Figure (9) 
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Subs 

0 p~ at lattice site 

trivalent dopant 

0 2- 

Figure (10) 
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O F” at lattice site 

interstitial F” 

trivalent dopant 

Crystal Lattice Model Shov^ing Two 
Substitutional Dopant and Two Interstitial F ions 

Figure (11) 
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O s»“ at lattice site 

trivalent' dopant 

monovalent impurity . 

Crystal lattice Model Showing the 
Substitutional Trivalent Dopant and‘Monovalent Impurity 

Figure (12) 
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Thus for a Co2* ion, seven electrons occur in the partly 

filled d shell forming a nonzero angular momentum. The 

ground state can he determined by applying' Hund’s rules. , 

Maximum S consistent with the Pauli principle for a seven 

electron system gives S equal to 3/2. • Maximum 1 consistent 

with the S for seven d electrons yields L equal to 3> i.e. 

an F state. J is 9/2, since the shell is more than half 

filled. Therefore before the crystal field is talcen into 

account, the ground state for Co is *9/2 * a 

of four-fold or eight-fold cubic coordination, the F state 

splits into two triplets (H*., Ps) and a singlet pa with the 

four-fold spin degenerate orbital singlet expected to be 

the lowest in energy. 

When an external magnetic field is applied, the 

spin degeneracy is removed. If transitions • between 2S' 

levels are observed, S’ is defined as the "fictitious spin 

of the system. In the ca.se of Co2*, since the next high.es 

triplet is well separated from the low-lying singlet and 

is not populated at low temperature, only transitions 

between the lowest four spin degenerate levels can be 

!l 

JL 
O 

observed, therefore s' is 3/2. 

In the case of a strong crystalline field, such as 

the situation of the iron group ion in the fluorites, the 

effect of the crystalline field is to make the components of 

the orbital angular momentum vanish. . However a small amount 

of angular momentum of the order of £ =• is reinstated due 



to the spin-orbit coupling, where A is the spin-orbit splitting 

parameter and A is the crystal field splitting. The spin-orbit 

coupling thus modifies the spectroscopic factor from the free 

electron value to g = 2-8A/A. 

A preliminary investigation of the optical absorption 

spectrum of 0o^+ in CdF^ ® ) indicates a value of 4200 cm”'*' for 

A , the separation of the first excited triplet P5 from the fz, 

ground state. Using this value of A and the free ion X value 

(-180 cm”^) one calculates g to be 2.343 . 

6. Hamiltonian and Eigenvalues 

The conventional spin Hamiltonian for an ion with 

S = 3/2 at a crystalline site of cubic symmetry is 

W = -f /jS-X-fafaX-Pt -c up-f S*H* + SjH; + sj H, 

—+ U{ S« I» s‘ I* -5 C3 i>(35<5-M>-. 

where x, y and z are the cubic axes of the crystal. (9) The 

first term is the Zeeman interaction, the second term arises 

from the interaction between electrons and the nucleus, the 

third term represents the nuclear Zeeman interaction and the 

remaining terms are necessarily included as pointed out by 

Koster and Statz^°^and Bleaney. As B. Bleaney said^-5-1^: 

"The Zeeman effect of a Ts quartet state...can not 
be represented by a spin Hamiltonian of the normal 
kind,...it must be possible to find an appropriate 
spin Haniltonian. using for example matrix elements 
of the form Hx-S^y, etc. To have cubic symmetry, be 
invariant under inversion through the origin and 

■ give a linear Zeeman effect,, the spin Hamiltonian 
must be then of the form: 

jcj « Hn S,( •t HySg -tHzSz) (H*$< + * Ha 5*) t! 
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If the first term is large compared with all other 

terms in the spin Hamiltonian and the second term is larger 

than other terms involving I, the energy levels to first 

order of A, u and U are (9/ 

WMIHS § AHtviU«W){M-^(3S(S+0- 0 H}'P 

where M and m are the eigenvalues of the components along 

H of S and I respectively and where 

'jo-- i- 5(rtf n\ ’!■ riirtl + n|ml") 

Here n^, n.2 and n^ are the direction' cosines of H with 

respect to the cubic axes. The AM=£L transitions observed 

are the following: 

M=+l/2 to lfc-l/2 

($- -J up)pH*f (A~ "iUp)m 

M=+3/2 . to M=+l/2 

htf ~+ s’wp)/SH *+ ( A**- ~S UP)M 

The AM=+2 spin resonance transitions are: 

M=+3/2 to K=-l/2 and M=l/2 to M=~3/2 

h//>»(2 J- *1 up]pH*(%A~ tUp)m 

For a crystal field producing a zero field split¬ 

ting, such as the trigonal Co^'+ centers, the spin Hamiltonian 

can be written as follows: 



to where D is again a tensor and the second term gives rise 

the fine structure. This problem is very complicated, here 

we only consider the limiting case that the second term is 

larger than the first. 

The following Hamiltonian is sufficient, for an 

axial symmetry field with large zero field splitting: 

/</*£($,, Sg Hs ( Hi S- + H-$4+ 0(sl - i S(s+0) 

where z denotes the principal axis. 

For Ms=+l/2, the eigenvalues to the first order are found 

as follows: 

E - D(T “ 3SCS+oJ ± -t 

and here Q is the angle between the magnetic field and the 

Z axis. Transitions observed between these two levels are 

h- /SH<&<Ce + sic$HfAne 
=S P H +(fti Aikof 

here and ^JLCS+i; . 

It can be interpreted as the I*B=+1/2 Kramer's doublet having 

an effective spin S*=l/2 and effective g values and 

J-iCs+i).. 
It is known that the effect of the crystal field 

is to make the components of the orbital angular momentum 

vanish, however when the spin-orbit c-oupling is considered, 

a small amount of angular momentum of the order is 
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reinstated, where 4 is the spin-orbit coupling parameter and 

A is the crystal field splitting. It is expected that g'u 

will be slightly greater than 2 and gj. will be close to 4 

since S=3/2 in our case. 

7* Superhyperfine Interaction 

The interaction between the electronic magnetic 

moment of an impurity ion with the nuclear magnetic moment 

of surrounding nuclei is called the superhyperfine inter- 

action. The spin Hamiltonian for a cubic paramagnetic 

entity can be written as: •* & S'/f-X* 

where i represents nearest neighbor nuclei and I* is the 

corresponding nuclear spin operator. Although the para- 

magnet is cubic, the coupling tensors A for the superhyper¬ 

fine interaction have ' trigonal symmetry. If the 2 axis 

is.chosen as the direction of H, then 

IFl'Al 
td = MHSi*It

ufralXn%*   
B ~ Ms mi 

For the allowed <ftMs=+l, A%=0 transitions, lines are 

located at ^ -/ft# 

14 ~ /||S - Q'Tt Mi 

As an example, let \is consider CaF2» There are 

eight F“ as the nearest neighbors of an impurity ion and 

the nuclear spin for F~ is l/2. When the magnetic field 

is along a (lOO) , a (lllj and a £llo| direction, one gets: 
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OoiJ 
H 

hO 
tP 

In L 

w 
hO 
0? 

~ ■ & & hu ■ L z 

+ S 8ft « Jp -*/}6 Zm; - /Ug^y 

4 S'BF 5 **y - 8P 

It is easily seen.that the superhyperfi'ne structure 

is simple when H is along a (lOOj direction, since there is 

only one apparent superhyperfins splitting *§ 8p • 

When H is along a (lllj or a (lioj direction, because there 

are two apparent superhyperfins splittings, the structure 

becomes complicated in most cases. With H being in an 

arbitrary direction, the structure will be very complicated. 

The ratio of the intensity of superhyperfins lines 

follows the ratio of the coefficient of a polynomial expan¬ 

sion. For instance, for 8 nuclei of spin l/2 with identical 

superhyperfins interaction to first order in perturbation 
S 

theory, there will be 9 lines corresponding to hU from 

-4 to 4 and the relative intensity of these lines will be 

1:8:28:56:70:56:28:8:1 . 

8. EPR Technique 

The sample under study is located•inside a resonant 

cavity which is used to obtain a greater sensitivity for a 

small number of unpaired spins. The signal observed is 

increased by the Q factor and the intensity of the microwave 

magnetic field of the standing wave pattern set up within 

the cavity. The paramagnetic entity experiences an oscillat¬ 

ing microwave magnetic field plus a static field which is 
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varied through, the resonance condition, while the microwave 

frequency is kept constant. Poolegives several reasons 

why it is more convenient to scan the magnetic field than 

to vary the microwave frequency. 

When the magnetic field is scanned through the region 

of resonance, the sample in the cavity absorbs a small 

amount of energy from the microwave magnetic field and also 

produces a small change in the resonant frequency of the 

cavity. These two factors produce a change in the amount 

of microwaves falling on the crystal detectors, which we 

suppose to be operating in the square-law region. Thus 

the crystal voltage is directly proportional to the microwave 

power falling on it. 

The fractional change in the microwave power caused 

by the resonance absorption is usually very small. To 

detect such a small change of voltage in a large voltage 

carrier is achieved by magnetic field modulation. When 

resonance.occurs, the signal, being .modulated, is a super- • 

position of the fundamental modulation frequency and a 

large number of harmonics. 

When the modulated voltage is sent to a lock-in 

amplifier where this input is compared with the reference 

output used to modulate the static field, the magnitude of 

the fundamental frequency is recorded. It is a measure of 

the slopes of the resonance absorption, curve. In order to 

faithfully record the first derivative of the absorption 
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curve, the modulation amplitude shotild be smaller than the 

magnetic resonance width And the modulation frequency should 

be less than the line width expressed in frequency units. 

A plot of the first derivative of the absorption 

curve versus the scanning magnetic field is recorded on an 

X-Y recorder. By analyzing the spectra taken with the 

magnetic field oriented n in different directions, an 

angular variation of the g factor is acquired and other 

parameters can be evaluated. 
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APPARATUS 

1, General Description 

Microwaves are generated by a reflex klystron 

which is protected from being overheated by a klystron 

cooler. Cooling is accomplished by means of coolant ducts 

contained within a brass housing which is firmly clamped 

to the klystron body. Between the klystron and the rest 

of- the microwave components, a 40 db isolator is placed. 

An isolator is a device which permits the transmission of 

microwaves in one direction and prevents their transmission 

|,n the opposite direction. It acts as a protection against 

reflected microwaves. ( see Pig. 15 ) 

The microwave power passing the isolator goes 

to a 20 db cross guide coupler. One side arm of the cross 

guide coupler is terminated and the other connected to a 

magic tee. The micro-wave power coming from the main tran¬ 

smission line goes to another cross guide coupler. There 

is a termination on one side arm and a wavemeter together 

with a tunable detector mount on the other. The portion of 

the microwaves incident on this detector is used to determine 

the frequency of the microwaves from the klystron. Likewise 

the frequency of the microwaves can be determined by means 

of a frequency converter and a counter.. After this cross 

guide coupler, there is placed a 50 db precision attenuator 

which is employed to vary the amount of microwave power 
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incident on the sample cavity. 

A circulator, a 10 db directional coupler and a 

slide screw tuner are inserted between the' precision atte¬ 

nuator and the sample cavity. A circulator is a nonrecip¬ 

rocal multiterminal pair network which transmits power 

from one terminal to the next in sequence. In other words, 

a signal entering the i th arm of the circulator leaves by 

the i+1 th arm. Therefore microwaves, coming from the 

precision attenuator eventually go to the sample cavity. 

Likewise, the signals reflected from the cavity enter the 

latter arm then leave by the next arm which is joined to 

the H arm of the magic tee. The remaining port of the 

circulator is terminated. 

A tuner is a device for ihtrbducing .reactance or 

susceptance into a .transmission line., thus it has the 

effect of altering the impedenee match. It is used to 

couple the cavity. A rotary switch'is placed right after 

the circulator. When the switch is on one position, the 

microwaves go to the cavity, while on the other position, 

it goes to a thermistor mount the output of‘which goes to 

a power meter which measures the power reaching the cavity. 

A small amount of reflected power, which is extracted from 

the side arm of the directional coupler, enables us to find 

the cavity frequency with the aid of an oscilloscope and 

also is used to monitor a klystron power supply stabilizer. 
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Several bends as well as a twist are needed to change the 

orientation of the rectangular waveguide. 

The magic tee, coupled to two detectors on its 

remaining two arms, and the phase shifter, constitute a 

balanced mixer. The two detectors are arranged in such a 

manner that the EPR signals arrive at each of them in the 

same phase whereas the reference signals, coming directly 

•from the klystron, arrive out of phase. The input to a 

pre-amplifier is the sum of the signals reaching the two 

detectors, so the phase relations make ' the EPR signals add 

and the klystron noise cancel. Only half of the EPR signal 

appears at each detector, but the two signals add so that 

the overall gain of a balanced mixer is the same as that 

of a single detector. 

The reference signal coming directly from the 

klystron serves to bias the detectors and the attenuator 

along this line is used to vary the- bias. The phase shifter 

is ;ad,ded to assure that the phase relations are right. 

Since an incorrect phase will produce an admixture of *)£ the 

absorption and the dispersion of a magnetic suscepti¬ 

bility. 

The power in the main line goes to a low tempera¬ 

ture head and the sample cavity. The low temperature head 

consists of a top brass plate, a section of stainless steel 

waveguide, 4 radiation shields and a-tuning device. The 

brass plate is attached to a b.end one end of which is 



sealed by means of an 0-ring and a window. Then a section 

of stainless steel waveguide is soldered to the other end 

of the bend. The sta,inless steel is chosen because it is 

thin and has a lower thermal conductivity than that of 

brass. When it is immersed in liquid helium, it can help 

to conserve liquid helium. Pour brass radiation shields, 

which are equally separated, are soldered to the stainless 

steel. The top piece is just below the double wall section 

of the liquid helium dewar. 

A coupling device and a sample, cavity are attached 

to the end of the stainless steel waveguide. The coupling 

device is employed to couple the proper amount of power into 

the cavity. When it is critically coupled, all power 

incident on the iris, the top wall of the cavity with a. hole 

in it, will go into the cavity and no power will be reflected. 

This device consists of a section of waveguide which is 

tapered with brass to such a width that the microwaves 

from our klystron are cut off, that is to say, will suffer 

•an attenuation when propagating along this section A piece 

of teflon fits into the remaining area between the two 

(11b \ 
pieces of brass.' J 1 r‘ Because teflon has a large 

dielectric constant, it will still allow the microwaves 

to pass through this section into the cavity. 

When' the teflon is all the way in, the microwaves 

can propagate through this section without being attenuated. 

Whereas when it is pulled out, there will be a section where 
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microwaves are attenuated, thus the amount of power as well 

as the phase of the wave will be changed accordingly. By 

adjusting the position of the teflon,, we can attain the 

situation that all power incident,on the iris will be absorbed 

by the’cavity. This adjustment can be' achieved by means of 

a screw attached to the teflon outside the waveguide and a 

rod sticking out of the top brass plate. The design of the 

coupler is shown in Figure (13)* 

Some spin systems have such short relaxation 

times that they are only detectable in the liquid helium 

temperature range. We usually operate at liquid helium 

temperature. The sample cavity and the coupling device are 

dipped into liquid helium which is contained in a glass 

dewar. The liquid helium is pumped out in order to lower 

the temperature as much as possible.. 

The dewar system is composed of two double-wall 

glass containers one for liquid helium and the other for 

liquid nitrogen. The former is inside the latter. The 

inside walls of the dewar jacket are coated with silver to 

prevent heat radiation. In the jacket of the helium dewar , 

there is a fraction of an atmosphere of gaseous nitrogen, 

while the jacket of the other dewar is evacuated. The 

helium dewar is surrounded', by liquid nitrogen contained 

in the outer dewar. First, we fill the outer dewar with 

liquid nitrogen, the gaseous nitrogen’ inside the inner 

dewar jacket will allow heat to be transferred. When 
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metal inserts 

cavity flange 

Microwave Coupler 

Figure (13) 
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the temperature of liquid nitrogen has been reached, liquid 

helium is then transferred into the inner dewar. It causes 

the gaseous nitrogen to condense, thus creating a good 

vacuum which is a thermal insulator. The liquid helium 

is then pumped so that a desired low temperature can be 

attained. 

A cavity is the place where microwave energy is 

stored. It is characterized by its inherent frequency and 

Q. It can be made of a section of waveguide with two ends 

terminated. A hole is made on the top'wall in order to let 

the microwave power enter the cavity. A cavity is generally 

designated by the pattern of the inside electromagnetic 

field as either transverse electric TE, mode or transvers JL 3 in j xi 

magnetic TIL mode, where subscripts 1, n and n are the J. 3 m 3 n 

number of half wavelength in the standing wave pattern in 

the x, y and z direction respectively. 

The sample under investigation is located inside 

the cavity at such a place that ^ an oscillating magnetic 

2) 
field is j>erpendicular to a static magnetic field, the 

oscillating field is maximum and ' the oscillating electric 

field is minimum. The first condition is the requirement 

for allowed transitions. The second condition needs be 

met because, below saturation, signal is proportional to 

the square of the oscillating component. The last one is 

required so as to minimize the dielectric power losses. 

The Q of a resonant cavity is defined as the ratio 
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of the energy stored times 2TT to the energy dissipated per 

cycle. The energy dissipation is mainly due to the ohmic 

losses, dielectric losses and the cavity coupling hole. The 

overall or loaded Q (Q^) can he computed hy summing the 

reciprocal of the due to dielectric losses, the Qr due 

to the cavity coupling hole and the.Qu ( the unloaded Q ) 

due to ohmic losses, and hence has the form: 

1/Qx= 1/Q6 +1/Qr + 1/Qu 

Therefore a microwave resonant cavity must he made of high 

conductivity metal in order to minimize the, ohmic losses. 

We huilt a rectangular TE^Q^ cavity. Knowing 

that the electric field is zero along the diagonals.of the 

hroad face and the optimum Q can he obtained if the energy 

losses are minimized, we made our cavity out of four pieces 

of "oxygen free high conductivity" copper waveguide which 

has a low resistivity at low temperature. The cavity was 

cut along body diagonals of the hroad face, as shown in 

Figure (14). The cavity has a resonance frequency of about 

•9.1 GHz and a Q around 3.75x10^ at room temperature. The 

sample is placed at. the center of the narrow edge. 

The sample cavity is placed at the middle of the 

gap of a 9 inch magnet where the magnetic field is homoge¬ 

neous. The V-3400 magnet from Vaxian has a fixed 45° mount 

and sits on a rotating base-which allows us to change the 

horizontal orientation of the magnet. In addition to two 

modulation coils attached to each pole face, there is a 
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top view 

side view 

figure: (14) 
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Hall probe on one pole of ..the .magnet. 

A V-2803 Mark I Regulated Magnet Power Supply is 

employed to furnish the d.c. power to the magnet. The power 

supply is cabinet enclosed with remote control. Hie magnetic 

field is swept around a center field. - The polarity of the 

magnetic field and the direction of rotation of the sweep 

dial can be chosen by proper setting. A Hall probe, which 

is located in the magnet air gap, responds to a change in 

the field, then causes the regulator to reset the power 

supply current and hence- magnetic field. In order to 

maintain the temperature of magnetic system in the range 

of normal-operation, a water cooling system is required. 

The a.c. power to energize the klystron comes 

from a. klystron power supply. When the reflector voltage 

is modulated by a saw-tooth wave, complete klystron modes 

can be displayed on an oscilloscope. A klystron stabilizer 

is inserted between the klystron and its power supply. 

This instrument operates on the principle of introducing 

a small amount of 70 kHz modulation on the klystron reflector 

and uses the detected output of the cavity to sense any 

shift of the klystron frequency relative to the fixed 

reference frequency of the cavity. By properly adjusting 

the "gain" and "modulation'phase" and using appropriate 

"drive" then locking the stabilizer, the correction voltage 

will follow any change made in the r&flector voltage. 

The static magnetic field is modulated by an 
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oscillating component which is created by a "lock-in" 

amplifier through the modulation coils attached on the pole 

faces. Both the frequency and the magnitude of the 

modulation field, which is enchanced by an amplifier, can 

be varied. 

The line shape of a signal depends on the magnitude 

and frequency of the modulation field. The peak amplitude 

Of the observed signal increases with the increasing field, 

until the modulation is slightly greater than the a,ctual 

line width of the signal. Beyond that* the peak amplitude 

decreases. The observed line width does not depend on the 

magnitude.of the modulation field, if that field is smaller 

than the actual line 'width. When the modulation is fiirther 

increased, the signal will get broader. By observing the 

effect of the modulation field amplitude on-the line shape 

of DPPH sample and comparing those dependences with the 

curves given in the book by Poole(12), the modulation field 

is calibrated and an empirical equation can be derived as - 

follow: 

H. = .v/3 or H * 0.11 

where H is the modulation field intensity in gauss and V 

is the modulation voltage at 1000 cps in volt and I is 

the modulation current. 

As the static magnetic field is modulated, the 

sample under study will experience a .constant field plus 

an oscillating component. When it is near resonance, a 
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modulated component in the susceptibility is introduced, 

thus the voltage from the balanced mixer will have a 

modulated component which is proportional to the first 

derivative of the signal. The modulated voltage is sent 

to a pre-amplifier, then put into the ’'lock-in " amplifier 

where this input is compared with the reference output used 

to modulate the static field. The signal is amplified and 

converted into d.c. voltage. 

The d.c. voltage from the "lock-in" amplifier 

goes to the Y-axis input of an X-Y recorder, while the 

X-axis of that recorder is driven by the sweeping magnetic 

field.. The X-Y recorder draws a graph of the first derivative 

of the signal from the sample cavity versus the constant 

magnetic field in the sample. 

The output from the balanced receiver can be 

exhibited : on an oscilloscope. When the phase relations 

are right, a minimum signal is observed and one will have 

an absorption. One will have a dispersion, if the phase is 

shifted by 90° from an absorption. The overall spectrometer? 

is schematically illustrated in Figure (15)* 

2, Sensitivity Measurement and Improvement 

A spectrometer is employed as a tool to detect a 

signal, if any, in EPR study; however at the 'same time,, 

noise is also detected. The sensitivity of-a spectrometer 

is therefore a measure of how effective it is in picking 
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Electron Paramagnetic Resonance'Spectrometer 

Figure (15) 
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signal out of noise. The sensitivity • is measured as the 

number of spins in the sample that a spectrometer can detect. 

An MgO crystal doped with V, Or and Mn ions was 

chosen as the testing sample. With the magnetic field 

nearly perpendicular to the long edge of the waveguide, 

the amplitudes of the satellite lines of V2* triplet at 

the high field as well as that of noise were measured. 

The ratio of these was about 60. 

In order to determine the absolute sensitivity, 

we chose a'pitch - sample. Two samples were available, one 

with a pitch concentration of 3x10^ spins/in.,the other 

with 1013 spins/in. When operating under optimum conditions, 

we detected the signal of the weak sample with a signal-to- 

noise ratio about 4 . This sample was inserted into the 

cavity and a section of one inch long remained inside it. 

We define the absolute sensitivity as the number of spins 

which can be detected vrith the operating conditions as 

follows.: the incident power was 1 mw , the time constant 

of the HO low-pass filter was 1 second, and the modulation 

field was equal to the actual line width. Our spectrometer 
12 has a sensitivity of the order 10 AH spins, where AH 

sr Jr Jr ir 

is the actual line width. 

Ho spectrometer is noise free. Hoise is intro¬ 

duced at various stages from diverse sources. It is just 

as important to reduce the noise as to enhance the signal. 

The major sources of noise are the detectors, the klystron, 

the klystron power supply and others^^) It is"bur goal 
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to minimize the noise as much as possible. 
\ . 

Several attempts were made to accomplish this. 

Two klystrons were compared. An X-13 reflex klystron, which 

is designed for operation over the frequency range of 8.1 

to 12.4 GHz, was compared with a V-152 reflex klystron 

which is tuned for operation near the vicinity of frequency 

of 9 GHz. ' The noise of the latter was about twice as small 

as that of the former. 

Next consideration goes to the klystron power 

supply. The reflector voltage' of the old power supply 

from Hewlett Packard was not stable and drifted with time. 

The reflector voltage of the power supply from P.R.D. has 

a ripple of 10 mw.. We even borrowed two surplus "ultra¬ 

stable microwave oscillators" for comparison. Our finding 

indicated that they were not better than the power supply 

from H.P. It is feasible to further reduce the noise if 

a better power supply is available.- 

A detector is the device to convert microwave 

power to d.c. voltage. During this process, an extra 

amount of noise is created. Several detectors were studied 

including the 1N23C, the 1N23E, the 1N23G and a backward 

diode detector from Microwave Associate. Our finding 

proved that the backward diodes are much better than any 

other diodes we have now. 

While searching for noise sources, we found that 

our "lock-in" amplifier introduced a considerable amount 



of noise. The noise amplitude changes from one sensitivity 

range to another. Any signal smaller than 10/4 v is not 

likely to be detected, as it is overshadowed by the noise. 

The effectiveness of our spectrometer is thus limited. 
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SAMPLE PREPARATION,’ 
EXPERIMENTAL DATA AND.DISCUSSION 

1. Crystals With the Fluorite Structure 

Cai^j Cd]?2> BaFgj SrFg and SrClg belong to the 

same group, the 0^ space group, as far as their crystal 

structure is concerned. They are characterized by a cubic 

lattice of F~ in which every other body-center position is 

occupied by a divalent metal ion. CaF2> BaFg and SrFg cleave 

in (111) planes, therefore samples of proper size can be 

made from a bulk by cleaving. However CdFo does not have 

a cleavage plane, hence it is cut into' pieces by using a 

diamond saw. The orientation of samples is determined by 

X-ray diffration. 

Doped Cap2 and CdF2 host crystals with Co which 

were supplied by Optovac Inc. were grown by the Stockbarger 

Bridgman method with initial dopant of 0.1 mole percent. 

The final concentration of dopant is not known. The Co¬ 

doped C-dFg is pink and the Co-doped CaFg has a very light . 

pink hue. 

A single crystal of CdF2 was purchased from Optovac 

Inc. Mn impurities are present in that single crystal and 

were detected by EFR. The single crystal of Cap2 from 

I some t Corp. and BaF^ from the I-Iarshaw Chemical Company 

proved to be very pure. Pure Metals such as Co and Cd which 

were used in this program were obtained from the Materials 

Research Corporation. 
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2. Co-Doped Cd?2 

Kingsley and Prenner(l6) discovered in 1961 that 

when the trivalent rare-earth-doped CdP^ was haked with Cd 

metal, the insulating and transparent crystal became semi¬ 

conducting and colored. That conversion process involves 

the diffusion of the interstitial F~ ions, which are in the 

lattice to' compensate the extra charge of the trivalent 

dopant to maintain the over all charge neutrality, to the 

surface where they combine with the Cd metal. Electrons are 

liberated into the crystal and it is these electrons which 

make the otherwise insulating CdP2 semiconducting. 

• Two types of dopant were found^*^. The first, 

after baking, would result in a semiconductor, the other 

remain insulating. In the second case, the trivalent 

dopant becomes divalent. Chemical oxidation potentials 

are of use in deciding which chemical species will be present 

after the baking treatment* 

The CdP2 doped with Co, after baking, in this work, 

remained insulating. Co ion exists in the divalent or 

trivalent state. The former is paramagnetic, the latter is 

not. If Co^ + is present in the doped CdF2, after baking, 

the released electrons will be trapped by the Co^+ to form 

Co2+. The potential for the following reaction can be 

calculated as follows: 



E=0.403 

E=1.808 
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Od ——~Cd 2 + + 2e 

■=?+ 2+ 
20op  20o - 2e 

Cd + 2Co2+ Cd2+ + 2CO2+ ' E=2.211 volts. 

A positive E means that the reaction goes as written. 

Thus the Co-doped CdFg, after baking, is expected to remain 

insulating and the number of Co2+ is expected to increase. 

Samples were treated under different circumstances. 

Eight samples were made. Pyrex glass tubing, being rinsed 

in water, acetone, then distilled water, was evacuated for 

10 minutes, then placed in a hot furnace at 530°C in order 

to drive moisture out. The glass capsule was removed from 

the furnace after 2 hours’ heating, and CdF2 
as well as pure 

Cd metal or CdF2 alone was placed into it.^^ Four of the 

eight capsules contained CdF2 and Cd which were physically 

separated, the other four contained GdF2 only. They were 

pumped again for another 2 hours, then sealed at nearly 

one atmosphere of nitrogen. 

.The sealed .ampoules were then put into an oven 

and temperature was raised from room temperature to 530°C 

in 25 minutes. In order to examine the effect of heating 

time as well as the cooling rate, they were kept in the 

furnace for either 1/4 hour or 1 hour, then either removed 

from the furnace while hot or allowed to cool down in the 

furnace. . Those which were baked with Cd metal turned dark 

on the surface, the others remained unchanged. 
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Measurements were made at approximately 9 GHZ and at 

liquid helium temperatures usually with the reservoir 

pumped to about 1.2°K to avoid vibration caused by bubbling 

of the helium. The crystals were orientated either by X-ray 

diffraction or by cleavage along the Cm] directions. 

Experimental data were taken with the static magnetic field 

rotated in' the((110) plane. Microwave frequencies were 

determined by using a frequency meter and a field calibration 

was made by using the resonance of DPPH with g=2.0023 as a 

field marker. The "increment field" on our "fieldial" 

enabled us to measure the difference between two lines with 

an accuracy to 0.1 gauss. 

Paramagnetic resonance was observed from Co2+ in 

OdPg in sites having trigonal symmetry along (in) directions. 

The resonance lines were very broad because of the hyperfine . 

interaction with the 1=7/2 nucleus and the superhyperfine 

interaction with neighboring P“ ions all unresolved. Strong 

Mn2+ lines were also present. These two factors made accurate 

measurements impossible. The g factors were estimated to be 

gj,' =2.25jp»05 and gj. =4.55+0.10 . The presence of strong 
p 4. 

Mn lines prohibitted us from detecting a resonances if any, 
p , 

of Ooc:‘*' in sites haying cubic symmetry. 

In those untreated and treated samples, paramagnetic 
QJL resonance was observed only from- Co in sites having trigonal 

symmetry along a (ill} direction. Na noticeable change as 

to the relative intensity of the trigonal lines 
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and the appearance of new lines was observed in those 

treated samples. 

Figure (16) is the spectrum taken when H was 10° 

away from a (110} direction. All three lines were separable. 

In most other orientations, they overlapped with each other. 

Lines were very broad and hyperfine. structure vras all 

unresolved. The narrow line at H=0.9 kG. was isotropic and 

may'be due to other paramagnetic entity in the crystal. 

A plot of field vs. angle according to experimetal 

data is shown in Figure (17). It- resembles, one of the plot 

in Figure (1) and was identified as the Co2+ in a trigonal 

center. The experimental data fits fairly well with the 

calculated H, using gjj =2.25 and g^ =4.45« 

We have discussed the spin-Hamiltonian involving 

zero field splitting in Chapter II section 6. Our result 

shows that the zero field splitting for Co in CdF2 is large 

than the Zeeman interaction. 

When a divalent impurity ion substitutes for a 

.divalent Ca^+, no charge compensator-is‘needed to maintain 

the neutrality of the species. However the resonance observed 

from CdFgtCo with trigonal symmetry indicates that the local 

cubic symmetry at the site of the dopant is distorted by 

association with other defects. However Co-^ + , having an even 

number of spins and being non-paramagnetie, does require 

charge compensators. If both Co2+ and Co^+- coexist in the 
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FIGURE 16 
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crystal, the local symmetry at the site of Co2+ might he 

distorted by the charge compensators 'which come along with 

Co3+. 

An effort was made to convert the symmetry of 

crystal field which*the Co ion in the CdP2 crystal sees. 

Quartz tubing was cleaned and pumped as previously described. 

We encountered a lot of difficulties which we do not have 

in dealing with other fluorides. CdFg has the tendency to 

evaporate and also to dissociate.(20) When it was heated, 

the vapor attacked the quartz. Three out of four tubes 

prepared under the same treatment exploded upon heating to 

700°c for l/2 hour. In the only tube which did not explode, 

the crystal was gone and a metallic deposit was seen at the 

two ends inside the capsule. 

To avoid direct contact of.Cdl^ with the quartz, 

Mo foil was utilised to wrap the samples, still the inter¬ 

action of the CdFg with Mo yielded a black powder. We 

finally succeeded in preventing that, interaction by the use' 

of Pt foil. The quartz then did not explode. 

Since CdFg is easy to evaporate, the presence of 

^2 in the ampoule proved to be very essential. Several 

trials were Blade to seal ampoules at nearly one atmosphere 

of nitrogen. They were placed in a furnace the temperature 

of which was raised to 800°0 in three hours and kept at that 

temperature for l/2 hour, then allowed to cool down slowly. 
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Samples after heating remained intact* The undoped sample 

had a white coating on its surface, while the doped one 

became yellow. In both cases, on the inside wall of the 

tube, was seen a white coating which may be due to oxida¬ 

tion of CdFg* A scavenger such as PbF2 was used, but no 

significant improvement was obtained. Further attention 

will be required to gain sufficient experience to tackle 

the heat treatment of CdFg. 

In the only sample which remained intact after 

treatment, no significant change was observed. It is 

suggested that a trigonal center is formed either by one 
O ^ 

0 substituting for one F (See Figure 10) or by an 

interstitial F“ sitting at the center of the unfilled cube 

next to the cube containing impurity along one of its body 

diagonals.(See Figure 9) The Oo-doped CdF2 from Optovac 

was grown,“under high vacuum conditions rather slowly by 

the Stockbarger Bridgman method under conditions which 

result in low oxygen contamination”.(21) 

If we accept that the oxygen contamination is low, 

then the trigonal center created by the substituting 0 

is doubtfully, nevertheless we still do not have adequate 

evidence to confirm the alternate model from the baking 

treatment of the doped CdF^. 

If the proposed F“ ion were responsible for the 

formation of the trigonal center, then after the baking 
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process in Cd vapor, with these interstitial F~ ions 

diffusing to the surface to combine with Cd metal, the 

cubic lines should be enhanced and trigonal line should 

decrease. No noticeable change as to the relative intensity 

of the trigonal lines and the appearance of cubic lines 

was observed in those Cd-baked samples. The true model 

remains unclear and assumptions questionable. 

3. Co-doped CaP2 
p i 

Paramagnetic resonance was observed from Co . in 

CaPg in sites having cubic symmetry. For an ion with 8~3/2 

at a crystalline site of such symmetry,, the Hamiltonian was 

given by Koster and Statz^10) and Bleaney^^and these 

parameters were measured by F.S. Ham et al^) and T.P.P. 

Hall and W. Hayes. ^ They gave g=2.31+0.02, A=23xl0"^cm*"-*-, 

u=-0.009 and Ajf=6xl0“^cm****-. 

The spectra of Co2+ in CaFg when H is along a 

(lOO) and a (in) direction are presented in Figure (18) and 

Figure (19). The spin resonance spectrum of Co^+ consisted 

in each case of one fine-structure .transition, which is 

assumed to be the M=l/2 to -l/2 transition. This transition 

is not affected by small noncubic terms in the spin 

Hamiltonian associated with crystal strains. Such terms 

are presumed to broaden the M=+l/2 to M=+3/2 transitions 

beyond detection. ^-) 

The spectra can be 'described in terms of an apparent 
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g factor ga=g- *5 up and an apparent hyperfine splitting 

Q 
factor Aa=A-Tj Up. The observed ga was plotted in Figure (20) 

as a function of orientation. This enables us to determine 

both g and u. It is noticed that u must be negative in order 

to fit the curve. We found g=2.32+0.01 and u=-0.011+0.004. 

Using the value of & (4-200 cm"1) and the free ion 

value (-180 cm"1), one calculates g=2- 8-^to be 2.343 

This is greater than the measured g value suggesting that 

the value of the spin-orbit coupling constant in the solid 

environment is less than that of the free,ion. In the 

present case a reduction in X of about 20% would explain 

the observed g value. 

The nuclear spin of Co is 7/2. If the superhyper- 

fine structure were absent, one would observe eight uniformly 

spaced lines of equal intensity. However the presence of 

superhyperfine structwire made -it difficult to locate the 

hyperfine lines. In the region where hyperfine lines overlap 

with each other, the intensity of the superhyperfine lines 

is almost equal. The entire width of the almost equally 

intense region was divided by 7> which was then regarded as 

the apparent hyperfine splitting A . A plot of Aa as a 

function of orientation in Figure (20) permits us to find 

A and U. We got A=27• 5+1 • 2x10“^cm*'1 and U=3.5+0.8xl0”/?!'cm"1. 

The 'superhyperfine splitting parameter Aj> and Bp 

were estimated to be AP=2.85xlO~4cm”
1 and Bp=5.97xl0"^cm"1. 
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Angular Variation of the Apparent g Factor and 
the Apparent Hyperfine Interaction Parameter 

Figure (20) 
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When H was along a (lOO) and a (m) direction, the super- 

hyperfine structure was well resolved (See Figure 18 and 19). 

With H along a (100) direction, there is only one apparent 

splitting parameter which is the observed superhyperfine 

splitting. While with H along a (ill) direction, we can 

have the situation that the observed splitting is equal to 

A2 if B?>Ap and Ag=nA2, n being an interger. We also can 

have the situation that the observed splitting is equal to 

Ag if and Ag = nAg. From ouir experimental data, 

the observed superhyperfine splitting was 5 6 and 2.8 G 

with the magnetic field along a (lOO) and a (m) direction 

respectively. A consistent answer was obtained if we chose 

Ap =2. SO G- and Bp =5*85 G. 

In order to see how these experimentally determined 

parameters fit the observed spectra, we tried to produce the 

spectra with H along a (lOO) , a (ill) and a (llO) direction, 

using the value of A, U, Aj, and Bj, determined in this work. 

For the (lOC>| and the £lll) spectra, the number of lines 

.thus produced agrees with that observed, but the relative 

intensity of these lines disagrees considerably with what 

was observed. For the (no) spectrum, the agreement is poor 

since the observed (llOj| spectrum is already very complicated. 

We then made an alternate assumption that the 

hyperfine splitting is less than the superhyperfine splitting, 

again no satisfactory agreement both in-number of lines and 
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relative intensity could be obtained. Our calculation of 

A only gives a crude estimation of the value of these 
i * 

parameters. 

Resonance parameters for Oo in various crystals 

are tabulated in Table (2). Our measurements are in 

fairly good agreement with others. 

When the magnetic field was close to a (100) 

direction, what appeared to be a AM=2 transition was observed. 
-1 

The ratio of the magnitude fo'r ,hM=1 line to that forAM=2 

was about 40, when the field was along a' (lOOj direction. 

It vanished when the field was 15° away from that direction. 

The AM=2 transition can occur, the reason lies 

in the factors' involving u and U. The existence of the zero- 

field splitting of Co in a cubic filed allows the mixing 

of states'of the low-field levels which gives' rise to 

finite transition probabilities between these states. 

Therefore the dipole selection rules permit transitions 

for AM=+2 iji addition to those for AM-+1. These transitions' 
- •«** 

yanish if H||Z and are very samll if u is small,, for the 

intensity JLs reduced by a factor of (u/g)2. 

If the additional line is indeed derived from the 

AM=2 transition, then the intensity should be reduced by 

a factor of 2.5x10“^ and ft should be observed only if H 
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Host 
Lattice 

ZnS 

ZnSe 

ZnTe . 

CdTe 

CaP2 

CaP2 

CaP2 

CdP2 

CdP2 

g u A ' 
10~^cm“^ 10'^oi"1 Eefer' 

ence 

2.248 -0.0048 1.8 9 

2.270 -0.005 9 

2.2972 +0.00078 17«5 O.65 9 

2-.3093 •50.0016 23.4 O.85 9 

2.309 -0.009 9 

2.31+0.02 . 23 6 8 

2.32+0.01 -0.01 HO.004 27.5+1.2-3.5+0.8 A =2.85 .this 
E|=5.97 work 

2.278+0.005 23+0.6 8 

gu=2.25+0.05 . this 
gx=4.45+0.10 work 

Resonance Parameters of Oo 
2 + 

Table (2) 
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is off the principal axes. On the contrary the experimentally 
_p 

observed ratio was 2.5x10 and it was observed only when 

the magnetic field was close to a (100) direction. We were 

thus led to suspect that it was in fact not the AM=+2 

transition. 

Another possible explanation for the appearence 

of.this line is that it is part of a tetragonal spectrum 

of Co^+ with gs:2.3 and gc:4.6 (see Pig. 1 and 8). If this 

model is true, then when H is along a (100) direction, one 

expects to see two lines one at H*2.8 kG and other at 

H~1.4 kG. Because the line at higher field is overshadowed 

2 + 
by the cubic spectra of Co , only the line at lower field 

is seen. Also one expects that when H is off a (lOOj - 

direction by 15°> lines should be observed at HS:1.42 and 

H~2.56 kG. The line at lower field should be seen again 

when H is along a (110j direction. 

The experimental observations are not consistent 

with'what one expects. The line at lower field was nearly 

isotropic, or at least in the region it could be observed, 

the shifting was too small to be detected. No line was 

observed near H«2.56 kG when H was away from a (100) 

direction by 15°» nor was the line at lower field detected 

when H was along a ^110j direction. Therefore the origin 

of the new line is still in doubt. 

We intended to convert the cubic symmetry to others, 

hopefully.the trigonal as the case of CdFprQo. Three samples 



were treated under different condition's. Treatment for a 

short time did not show any effect. -In all those samples 

treated for longer time, the cubic lines diminished. 

The first sample was heated discontinuously in 

the ambience by a burner for 2 hours. • It turned yellow. 

The second sample, which was sealed in a quartz capsule at 

about 1/3 atmosphere of nitrogen with a small amount of 

© 
water and heated at 940 C for 4 days, then cooled down 

slowly, had a blue tint. The third sample was sealed at a 

partial pressure of Og. • The color of that sample remained 

unaltered. 

2*1- 
.The Mn lines in the sample heated in an atmospher 

containing a small amount of water vapor were carefully 

studied. It was found that the otherwise well resolved 

superhyperfine structure were no longer resolved and the 

lines became narrower. The absence of syperhyperfine 

structure suggests that other negative ions have replaced 

the normal F~ nearest neighbors of the paramagnetic ion. 

(2 
The same phenomenon was reported by F.M. Lay and A.W. ITolle . 

It is attributed to the hydroxyl ions substituting for F“ . 

The substitution of other ions for F~ during treatment 

might have something to do with the diminishing of Co2 + 

lines. 

The symmetry at the point of the impurity depends 

on the number of substitutional ions and their positions. 

2- 

Let us take the 0" as an example of substitutional ions, 
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because th ionic radii of 0 and P. are approximately the 

o o o ^ 
same (1.33 A for F“ ' and 1.32 A for O';. If one of the 

eight F“ ions surrounding the impurity ion is replaced by 

one F“, one will have a trigonal center(see Pig. 10). A 

rhombic, a tetragonal or a trigonal center will result 

if two p“ ions are replaced by two -0^“ ions along a cubic 

edge, a face diagonal or a body diagonal respectively. 

„ 2- 
When all eight F ions are replaced by four 0 ions, a 

new cubic symmetry at the site of the impurity ion is 

resumed. While in the intermediate forms before all F" ions 

P~ 
are replaced by O' , a number of symmetries can be found, in 

most cases the symmetry at the site of impurity will be 

lower. One expects, that the symmetry at the site of 

impurity will be very complex. While no EPE spectra which 

might correspond to the intermediate forms were seen* it is 

doubtful that these would be sharp enough for detection. 

J. Sierro (23) studied the effect of thermal 

treatment and hydrolysis of single crystal of SrP^ and BaF^ 

doped with Gd. It was reported that after hydrolysis at 

high temperature for BaP^:Gd, all original cubic and 

trigonal spectra disappeared. The absence of any spectra 

after hydrolysis of BaP^ crystal was explained by a change 

in the valence state of the paramagnetic ions. 

It seems likely that after treatment Co^* was 

converted to Cb-;',‘ which gave no EPR spectra. Other 

substitutional ions for P might play an important role to 
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make the Co2+ lines diminish. 

4, Doping OalVj and BaF^ with Co by Diffusion 

We.intended to introduce Co ions'into'crystals'by 

diffusion. Samples of the proper size were prepared and 

immersed in benzene for a few minutes. They must be well 

cleaned and degreased so that metallic Co vapor will 

deposit on their surfaces. In order to prevent the pure Co 

metal from being contaminated while cutting, an electric 

spark cutter was employed. The nominal purity for the Co 

metal is 99.992 

Crystals as well as Co metal which sat in a tun¬ 

gsten basket were placed inside a vacuum evaporator which 

•was evacuated by a first stage rotary pump followed by a 

diffusion pump. Having pumped for 2 hours, we were ready 

to deposit the Co. Co-deposited samples were sealed in a 

quartz tubing at about 1/2 atmosphere of nitrogen and 

heated in an oven to 1040°C for 70 hours. Ampoules were 

removed from the oven and cooled down in air. After a 

black coating on the surface was polished off, they looked 

colorless. 

The inside wall of the ampoule containing the 

Co-deposited BaF^ was all covered with shiny material, 

while inside the one containing CaFgj little covering was 

seen. This observation appear.s to indicate that Cp did 

diffuse into CaF2'» on the contrary it hardly diffused into 
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BaPg* This behavior may be due to the fact that there is 

a considerable degree of difference in ionic radius for 

these ions. Tables (3) lists the ionic radius and melting 

(2.4) point of related material. 

'EPR studies showed no sign of any paramagnetic 

entity present in BaFg* Resonance from Er^+ in trigonal 

sites of OaPg ■ was observed and was identified as one of 

(25) the trigonal centers described by U. Ranon and ¥. Low. 

They interpreted ’that spec'truitt as arising from 

2+ ?•* 
the Er in a site with a substitutional 0 for one E", 

This fact indicates that oxygen is present in our diffused 

sample. The absence of Co2+ in trigonal center suggested 

the possibility of Co diffused into the CaEv, in the non- 

paramagnetic Co- charge state. 

Co--diffused Ca.Fg was then exposed to X-rays in 

an effort to convert its valence state. After 1-g- hours 

irradiation, the crystal became red, still no EPR of Co 

was observed. Irradiation for 1 day did not produce any 

change with regard to the color and EPR observation. The 

red color.suggested that something did happen in the 

course of irradiation. It might be the indication of 

2 + conversion. The reason why the Co lines are not present 

is unknown'. The substitutional 02” might be the cause. 

5 , Summary 

Co spectra with cubic symmetry in' CaEg, and CdEg 



.Melting Point 

CaP2 1360° C 

BaP2 1280°C 

CdP2 1100*0 

Co 1493°C 

Cd 320.9° C 

Ionic Radius in A 

2+ 
Ca 0.99 

2+ 
1.34 Ba 

oa?+ 0.97 

Co2+ 0.72 

Melting Points and 
Ionic Radii of Related Materials 

Table (3) 
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were reported in 1960 by F.S. Ham et al^) and by T.P.P. Hall 
/ O \ 

and W. Hayes' '' . To our best knowledge, this is the only 

symmetry ever reported. In this work, a number of interesting 

phenomena were observed for the first time. First, instead 

of just cubic spectra, we observed a new trigonal center of 

2* . 
Oo in OdPg. Second, in the cubic -spectra of Co in CaPg, 

a new line was observed when H was close to a (100J direction. 

Third, with H along a (100) and a (11 ij direction the well 

resolved superhyperfine structure enabled us to estimate 

the syperhyperfine splitting parameters, and the parameter 

U was ro-ughly estimated in this work. Besides, the 

P 4- 
diminishing of cubic spectra of Co" in Ca?^ after thermal 

treatment was new also. 

Although these new behaviors have still not been 

well understood at this moment, they do reveal some important 

properties of Co in these crystals which we did not know. 

The origin of the trigonal center of Co in CdPg is new 

and puzzling. It is surprising that the association of Co^+ 

with the defect, which causes the distortion of the cubic 

crystal field, is so strong that neither baking nor thermal 

treatment can affect it. Cubic spectra of most ions in 

fluorites can be converted to axial ones by oxidation and 

hydrolysis, yet it is not common at all that our effort to 

convert the cubic spectra of Co in CaFg to spectra of another 

type was a failure. The change in color of the Co-doped OaFg 

by diffusion is also interesting. This behavior may be" 
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understood by further optical studies-. 

It is true that our calculated parameters do not 

fit the experimental data very well, they are a good 

estimate. Even though this work raises more questions than 

it answers, yet these questions are so important that a 

thorough understanding of these new' phenomena will definitely 

help us to know more about the properties of Co in crystals 

with the fluorite structure. They need to be investigated 

further. 

The EPR studies of Co ion in crystals with the 

fluorite structure is by no means complete. Many questions 

need be answered and assumptions verified by further 

experiments. In order to have a better understanding of 

Co when doped in crystals with the fluorite structure, the 

EPR studies of Co ions in SrPg and SrClg may be important. 

The presence of Co in CaFg can be tested by baking them 

in Ca metal. Further experiments are needed, till the 

property of Co in fluorites is satisfactorily understood. 
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